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Jury Hands Down Guilty Verdict In Corruption Trial Of Former Detroit Mayor Kwame
Kilpatrick, Unexpectedly Boosts Morale Of Residents Who Had No Idea Their City Still
Had $83M Left To Extort

Poll Shows Over 80% Of African Catholics Ready For African Pope, 61% Believe Rest
Of World's Catholics Ready For Same
→ Subsequent Study Finds Exactly 61% Of African Catholics Gravely Mistaken In Regards To All Other Catholics' Level

Of Readiness For African Pope

Have you knewn that the duffle bag was originally devised as an inexpensive means of inconspicuous trans-Alps streusel portage? It's
for truth! In the decades before the watershed 1957 repeal of Germany's stringent streuselbition statutes, streusel traffickers developed the
now-popular travel tote as a stylish, robust means of slipping past specially-trained, streusel-sniffing border patrol rams, enroute to streusel-
hungry Düsseldorf — a stealthy ability the essentially-cylindrical sack owes to its perfectly-scalable metric sizing options, and sturdy 60/40
polyblend construction!

Have you knewn that the to-this-day-incomplete African landmass was the ambitious brainchild of feature-length animation and
theme park pioneer, Walt Disney? It's for truth! Originally envisioned as the world's first continent-sized combination strife factory/family
resort, cost overruns and abundant deadly fauna ultimately derailed the latter portion of the project just prior to the completion of Hope We
Live 'Til Tomorrowland, before a private equity firm purchased the park for pennies on the dollar, and proceeded to parcel out every last
corner to local civil war pre-enactors — a failure Uncle Walt would later refer to as his life's single greatest "bippity boppity boner!"

Have you knewn that while ambrosia has long been a popular suppertime staple of the heavens' various demigod and deity dwellers,
the Divine Theopublic of Upper Godsburgh has never officially designated a national food? It's for truth! While the mythical foodstuff
may be the most well-known holy delight, a thick porridge of creamed thistle and sautéed sumac blossom, in terms of pure annual tonnage
consumed, handily earns the "food of the gods" title, while Stouffer's® seven-layer microwavable lasagna takes the cake in terms of reported
purchase orders — though the majority of the latter's infinite order history remains eternally stacked in the endless walk-in freezer of the
gods!

And now you're know!

Thousands Of Rotting Pig Carcasses Found Floating In River Feeding Shanghai
Municipal Water Supply, 12 Dozen New Brands Of Swine Broth Mysteriously Appear
On Mongolia's Supermarket Shelves Overnight

→ CHINESE MINISTER OF WATER RESOURCES: 'I Ain't Seen No Pigs'

Researchers Shocked To Discover Atherosclerosis In Arteries Of Ancient Mummies,
Unexpectedly Solve Millennia-Old Mystery Of Giza Sphinx's Missing Nose
→ HEAD ARCHAEOLOGIST: 'Yeah — Turns Out Ol' Stone Cat Liked To Party, You Dig?'

■ Similar Discoveries In Embalmed Denizens Of Three Additional Ancient Civilizations Spark Speculation That Mysterious
Stonehenge Megalith May Have Been World's First Wienerschnitzel Walk-Up

Vicious Weasel-Like Creature Storms Field During Swiss Soccer Match, Results In
Sport's First-Ever Recorded Instance Of On-Field Excitement

Residents who have recently purchased assorted household items—including a small refrigerator, a sewing machine, an
antique chest, decorative paintings, and an oval mirror—from a twenty-four-year-old man sporting a full-face skull tattoo
are being warned by their small Illinois town's police department that the items are likely stolen. Said dejected local

resident, Ted Jaczinsky—who suffers from a rare congenital skin disorder causing full-face skull tattoos, and is the sole proprietor of Skull-
Faced Teddy J's Mini-Fridge, Sewing Machine, Antique Chest, Decorative Painting & Oval Mirror Emporium, "Oh, that's not gonna be great
for business."
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Illinois Becomes First State In U.S. To Criminalize Production And Consumption Of
Lion Meat, Takes Inspiration From International Congress Of Common Sense's Wildly-
Underutilized Free Guidebook

→ State Statute Comes On Heels Of Similar Provision Adopted By Thirty-Third Century B.C. Lion Parliament, Known As The 'Heh, Yeah,
Why Don't You Just Go Ahead And Try To Take The King Of The Jungle's Meat' Act

A Tennessee man has filed a $3.7 million lawsuit against a local pastor, the pastor's wife and a church deacon, after the trio
performed what the man claim's to have been a botched exorcism, resulting in his having suffered a broken tooth, leg
injury, and random bruising. Explained the accused, Pr. Joel Arwood, of the First Bitch Slap Baptist Church, "Look, that

tooth was Satan incarnate, let me tell you, and yeah, maybe we slapped him around a bit, but come on—it's a party, right? These things
happen, amen."

Hotmail Announces Halt To Weekend Email Delivery Service

— A Newspunch Bullshmack® QuikTurd™ —

REDMOND, WASHINGTON — After popularizing the concepts of free electronic mail delivery and large-scale, venture-backed cash
crematoriums, Hotmail has announced it will halt all Saturday and Sunday email delivery service, effective immediately. Citing a stagnant-
since-Clinton userbase, and costs always-and-still far exceeding revenues, the company—now an adorable series of black and white
"hypertext ePages" maintained by Microsoft's in-house Pure Pity Unit—says it can "quite simply still no longer sustain [itself]" on a steady
diet of zero income and unimaginable expenditure. "It was a long, bad run, but, at some point, everything's gotta come to a decade-late end,"
company cofounder, Sabeer Bhatia, told Newspunch Bullshmack's TekkBēt reporter-at-large, Froop Dollywall, adding, "I guess you could
say it's still always been a bad idea to call our mail 'hot,' because it obviously still has always been totally 'not.'"

Despite the long-standing new setbacks, the irrelevant Web 1.0 period-piece is not quite ready to let go of the weekend entirely, as Mr. Bhatia
noted that the company is "considering every alternative," and may opt to subcontract weekend service to an outside vendor—an arrangement
wherein email messages slated for Saturday or Sunday delivery would be printed, collated and packaged each Thursday evening, before
being shipped via the U.S. Postal Service's recently announced eighth-class NextMonth RiverBoat® service, first thing Friday morning. "It'll
actually cost us a little more—what with the additional labor hours and stamps and what have you—but the hope is that an inexplicable
dedication to our financially-noncontributory customers will shine so brightly, young 'Interneters'—as we understand they're known—will
flock to our free service like they did in '96, and we can finally get back to the business of not really being a business." Notably upbeat, he
added, "Hey, you need an email account? It's free! I think you might even be able to download it on your favorite Zune!" As of press time,
however, the century continued to be the twenty-first.

— A Newspunch Bullshmack® Photo-Op™ —

Newly Merged Ameridelnited Airlines Consolidates Schedule Into Single 386-Stop Daily
Route, Debuts Reconfigured 57,000-Passenger Jumbo Jet
→ Hollowed-Out Single-Class PeoplePile™ Interior Tube And SkyBreeze™ Exterior Bleachers To Offer Nation's Only Remaining Airline
Unparalleled Operational Efficiency, Stench
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— A Newspunch Bullshmack® Photo-Op™ —

'��� 
� 
� �� ? �� �� ! (Where Has The Comforting Darkness Gone? I
Am Afraid Now!)' Roars To Top Of Pyongyang Times Bestseller List After Record-Shattering Ninth
Copy Sold
→ Fourth Installment Of Popular Sci Fi-Thriller Series Tells Tale Of Magical Flameless Candle From The Future



Sunday, March 3, 2013  »  Blog Entry v16.0: This Update Addresses An Issue Where New Blog Entries May Not Appear If I
Don't Write Them; Includes Several Enhanced Glitches
Though I still wish I'd managed to finish something, the past eight or nine days is the longest I've gone without writing anything
in the past nine months, which I guess ain't half bad, huh? Mostly, the writing vacuum owes to my having wandered to both
ends of the country (and back to the middle) during said period of barrenness, but it's also because I've spent a great deal of time

in the past week or so adding some new features to the ol' Internet web page. Nineteen hours of behind-the-scenes junk in the past four days
(plus, you know—working at the actual j-o-b), to be exact. Woo!

Over the next couple of months, I think my steady output will become much more sparse (though I still have nearly forty things in the thing
pipeline that I have a difficult time just up-and-ignoring), as I'm going to really try and focus on this idea for an animated sitcom I've long
been wanting to do. It shares its roots with this, but is truly a wholly different beast. In that vein, one of the bits-a-work I completed yesterday
adds the ability to go directly to a section (web-logs, newspunch, et cetera) of the site; so, while I'm "away," there's "a way" to go directly to
my blog, where I'll occasionally prove I'm still alive.

So what about those updates, you didn't ask? Well … the following are a few of the new smuhdiggins (which is an ancient nonsense word
meaning "website features"), not inclusive of the thousands of tiny, incremental changes and improvements I obsessively make on a day-to-
day basis ('cause I'm just "insanezy" like that)…
___________________

On the mobile version:

• Though it's always been true that clicking on a thing's logo (when viewing "all things," or when searching in "all things," and receiving at

least two results, from at least two different sections) will take you directly to that section, all the logos (like this one:  ) now include

little pointing fingers (like this:  ), to make it a little more clear. (And, actually, clicking on the logo in the latter, search-related case
will perform the same search, except limited to that particular thing's section.)

• Now, anytime you're in a section other than "all things," a little house icon (like this: !  or, if you're using Android, like this: �) appears
next to the section's name in the navigation bar, which will take you back to "all things."

• When you do a search, there's now one of those same little house icons in the info bar above each search result, which exits the search, and



takes you back to "all things."
___________________

On the regular desktop version:

• Certain things that have images in them (but where the heart of the thing isn't an image) now have a "Printer Friendly" version available.

• "Bookmarkable" versions of things in the "imagings" section (or anything else with an image in it) now show the full-sized image … rather
than the preview image that would otherwise still need to be clicked to view the big'n.
___________________

On the simple desktop version, for those of you using Internet Explorer 7.0 or earlier (or a primordial version of Firefox or Opera):

• You now have the ability to view only things of a particular kind, as opposed to just everything in one, seemingly endless page (though the
default is still to show everything), and all sections can be sorted from oldest to newest or newest to oldest.

• You now have the ability to Facebook-like things, tweet things, and view the stand-alone, bookmarkable version of any given thing.

• I added all the silly infomobational materials about yours truly (located at the top of the page), which includes a moronic bio, contact
details, and some other superfluous word bonanza or another.

• Searching is now, and shall forever remain, the domain of your browser's "find" feature (⌘-F for Mac, CTRL-F for Windows), but doing so
will now also find the "tags" each thing is tagged with, so while a word you search for might not appear in the thing itself, the thing might fall
into a particular category (politics, for example), and that tag will be located by the browser (though not seen by you), so searching is a little
bit more accurate, now … yea!
___________________

On all of the versions:

• All images now have standard, more bandwidth-friendful preview images (with a magnifying glass and cursor arrow enticing you to click it
on the desktop version, and that same mag glass (coupled with a pointing finger) doing the job over on that moby-mob site), so everything
loads a little bit faster.

• I've started adding dates to things, though many are old, and thus the dates are generally just rough ranges. I've finished adding them to
about ⅓ of the things, and, eventually, they'll all be dated (though some might argue they're quite dated now). The only place you see the
dates are in search results and, on the regular desktop and mobile versions, in the "featured things" area. (Once all the dates have been added,
they'll also show up when you view "a random thing," which is only available on the regular desktop version.) On the simple version, the date
can be found above a thing's bold-faced title, if I've already set it.

• There's now a link beneath certain things in the "imagings" section that allows you to view an entire series of something (such as Pixelated
Brownish Comics, or my magazine covers from the future and patents pending, with the former-most sortable from either newest to oldest or
oldest to newest).

• You now have the ability to automatically load any particular section directly. There are a multitude of different subdomains that will take
you where you want to go, so just go ahead and pick the one that's easiest to remember (so you'll remember it, due to its remembrance-ease
coefficient)! Wow! Who cares! I do. (Sad face.) Here's a list of the subdomains, and where they'll take you (note also that—because it's
shorter and simpler—I put "mpiwp.com" on everything, but that and "mattpaynesinternetwebpage.com" will both work in exactly the same
way):

blog. or
blogs. or
weblog. or
web-log. or
weblogs. or
web-logs.mpiwp.com will take you to the "web-logs" section…
and simple.mpiwp.com/blog will take you to the "web-logs" section on the simple version…

av. or
audiovideo. or
audioohvideahh.mpiwp.com will take you to the "audiooh / videahh" section…
and simple.mpiwp.com/av will take you to the "audiooh / videahh" section on the simple version…

art. or
img. or
pics. or
image. or
images. or
imagings.mpiwp.com will take you to the "imagings" section…
and simple.mpiwp.com/images will take you to the "imagings" section on the simple version…

pdf. or
pdfs. or
script. or
scripts.mpiwp.com will take you to the "scripts" section…
and simple.mpiwp.com/scripts will take you to the "scripts" section on the simple version…

fic. or
fiction. or
fictions. or
shortstory. or
shortstories. or
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unlongstoryz.mpiwp.com will take you to the "unlong storyz" section…
and simple.mpiwp.com/fiction will take you to the "unlong storyz" section on the simple version…

np. or
npunch. or
newspunch.mpiwp.com will take you to the "newspunch" section…
and simple.mpiwp.com/newspunch will take you to the "newspunch" section on the simple version…

misc. or
miscellany. or
miscellanea.mpiwp.com will take you to the "miscellanea" section…
and simple.mpiwp.com/misc will take you to the "miscellanea" section on the simple version…
___________________

Well, wasn't that just a hoot-'n-a-half? Isn't it absolutely adorable how I think I'm not just talking to myself? Awww. Nonetheless, the only
way forward is to do what you do 'til someone cares; always working as if it actually matters. Otherwise, it's way-super-easy to get
sidetracked and discouraged, and Lard Jesus (which received an honorable mention in the miscellaneous substance sculpture category, at the
self-proclaimed "internationally acclaimed" Iowa State Fair, during that fateful summer of two-thousand-whatever) knows I don't need any
help getting sidetracked and discouraged.

On the moving front, financially and current-lease-now-month-to-month-wise, we're all ready to go … just waiting for a spot in Burbank to
open up, so I can transfer. My intention is to work out a schedule wherein I work five shifts from Friday afternoon through Sunday night
(completing my forty hours), and leaving me free from Monday through midday Friday, during which I'll hopefully be able to snag a foot-in-
the-door gig making Starbucks runs, or cleaning fancy Hollywood toilets. At least that's the dream.

On a final note, right after attending Ken Levine's Sitcom Room in LA back in November, I messaged Dan O'Shannon (writer/EP on Modern
Family, these days), thanking him for taking part in the panel discussion, and, in particular, indirectly informing me that the lack of an official
college education isn't always a deal-breaker in the TV writing biz(nass), and he actually wrote me back! (As an aside, he mentioned he had
just gotten the message yesterday, as Facebook had shoved it in some folder called "other," a folder which I then discovered I have as well,
and in it resided a bunch of old messages I never received … so it might be worth taking a look at your own!) His parting words: "college
shmollege." Matt 1, World still 18,315,878, but at least I'm on the board. Toodles chillens.

Tyrannical China Passes Law Permitting Elderly Parents To Sue Grown Children Who
Fail To Visit Them
→ Benevolent U.S. Follows With Law Allowing Grown Children To Surrender Custody Of Elderly Parents To Dubious For-

Profit 'Pop-Pop And Me-Ma Mills', Sue Over Relaxing-Afternoon-Interrupting Phone Calls And Birthday Cards

Homeless-By-Choice Twentysomething New York Man-Boy Sues Parents For 'Not
Loving Him Enough', Causing His Self-Perpetuated Misfortunes
→ Subsequently Forced To Drop Suit Accusing Them Of Imparting In Him Faintest Whiff Of Personal Accountability,

Capacity To Feel Shame

A factory worker reportedly punched his supervisor—in addition to threatening the man with company-issued knives—
after being notified of his dismissal by a U.K.-based manufacturer of stress balls. Expressing relief for the first time ever,
Secretary-Treasurer of the International Trinkethood of Stress Toys, Plasticbeads N. Small-Corduroypouch, told

Newspunch's Bangers & Mash bureau, "For all the gelatinous, pleasing-to-squish inanimates out there, this is just such a huge day—such a
humongous weight off our shoulders and tremendous burden lifted, after decades of literal depression at the hands of whiny first-world office
drones and Staples crap-aisle shoppers." Pausing for several hours to let out a densely compressed sigh, Mr. Small-Corduroypouch added,
"And, at this hour, our thoughts and prayers are with that boss's soft facial tissues. We know exactly how they feel, and we're here for them—
as we're here for all of our weird-looking, bulbous-cartoon-farm-animal brothers and sisters."

STUDY: Increased Intestinal Gas Volume At Cruise Altitude Capable Of Causing
Significant Medical Complications, Time-Bending Stank Ass
■ Researchers Urge Airline Passengers To Flatulate Freely, 'Trade Winds, If You Know What We Mean'

→ News Expected To Be Real Shart In The Arm For Struggling Enchilada Airways, SkyFart

North Korea To Allow Full Mobile Internet Access For Foreign Visitors
■  Continues To Force Citizens To Rely On Pared-Down Paper Mâché Version Of 1995 AOL Homepage,
Hand-Pressed Papyrus Schematic Of Planned Kim Jong-iPhone 

→ Officials Fear Country's Impoverished Captives Would Mistake High-Tech Devices For Rubber Door Stops, Demand Doors
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A young boy drew the ire of his Massachusetts town, after the clever ten-year-old called 911 to report what he believed to
be his unreasonably-early bedtime. Per town protocols, officers were dispatched to follow-up on the call in person, resulting
in the boy receiving a stern lecture on the dangers of misusing emergency resources, as well as a two-week grounding

handed down by his mother—the latter of which he is expected to take up with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, General Martin E. Dempsey,
first thing in the morning.

Police in a suburban Atlanta town decided to inform a local mother of her adult son's tragic passing via Facebook, after
traditional methods of relaying the devastating information proved unsuccessful. The enormously-deserving-of-everyone's-
sympathy woman didn't receive the news for over a month, however, after the message became lost in a digital sea of

miscellaneous spam, due to the manner in which Facebook's system handles communications from "non-friends." Eventually, the company's
cutting-edge networking algorithms and intraglobal-communications-enhancing synergistics framework posted to the woman's news feed a
list of "People You Might Not Know Are Dead"—along with sponsored links from local funeral parlors, and a free ovulation calendar app for
Android—which she then mistakenly liked and shared to Pinterest. Explained an uncharacteristically non-callous, almost human-like Mark
Zuckerberg, CEO of the Palo Alto, California-based social networking corporation, "At Facebook, we're helping to bring great people and
great ideas together, while seamlessly facilitating our vibrant communities of individuals' ability to share the asinine personal thoughts and
photoshopped cat pics that matter most, every single day. Exiting conversation-transmission outflow mode."

University Of Nevada-Reno Student Bored Of Gargantuan Four-Pound Pet Goldfish She
Plucked From Lake Tahoe Swears She Doesn't Know Who Clogged Biology Lab's Only
Toilet

A woman in Florida received minor injuries, after several rounds of .45 caliber ammunition her boyfriend had been storing
in the couple's oven exploded—firing shell fragments through the appliance's door, as it was being preheated in anticipation
of a gourmet frozen waffle dinner. At press time, no charges had been filed against the oven—reported to be a middle-aged

white model known as "Kenmore"—as local police officials cited the state's controversial "stand your ground" law, which allows Florida
citizens and cookware to discharge firearms at whomever they desire—without a requirement to first attempt retreat—so long as they feel
threatened. Explained Florida Attorney General, Skud Fister, "Ain't no one gon' infridge [sic] on the rights of Florida folk to keep 'n bake
arms." The woman managed to pick several bullet fragments from her skin, before hopping on the 8 P.M. crosstown ERxpress bus—a free,
eighty-times-per-hour public transit ambulance service provided to Florida citizens suffering from injuries and illnesses otherwise only seen
in cartoons—and is being treated for wounds to her leg and chest, from which she is expected to fully recover. The man responsible for
placing the live, heat-sensitive munitions in the oven in the first place, meanwhile, is reported to hold a valid, state-issued permit to carry a
moronically-concealed weapon, and will not be charged. Added A.G. Fister, "Same thang wit' that—ain't no one gon' imfudge [sic] on
Florida folks' right to comgeal [sic] deadfy [sic] boomguns, whether they in a blue-jean short pant, Coors® tank top or hot casserole."

In a recent article regarding an Indiana high school teacher's call for her campus to split its prom into two separate events—
with one allowing only straight attendees—and claiming that gay people serve "no purpose," and need to "realize that it
was a choice and they're choosing God," it was reported: "Indiana is a breathtaking, open and tolerant utopia of progressive
ideals—nestled comfortably into the vibrant, thoroughly-culture-awash midwest—that is owed an enthusiastic and lengthy

visit by any-and-all able-bodied citizens of the world! Indiana? Might as well call this rainbow haven Outdiana, honeypuddin'!"

The article should have read: "Indiana sucks. And, ironically enough, that breeders-only prom is totally going to be the gayest prom ever."

Newspunch apologizes for the error.

As an unexpected byproduct of the recently discovered Higg's boson, some physicists now believe the universe is
"inherently unstable," and operates on massive cycles; coming into existence for a time, before ultimately being consumed
by a brand new universe arising somewhere within it. On that point, they predict that our current universe will give way to
a fresh existence in approximately five billion years. Explained Prof. Gargoyle S. Physius, of the University of Trottenflop's

School of We're Just Making Shit Up Now, "Thanks, Skip, and here's a look at your five-eon forecast: Bright and fiery, with a 100% chance
of falling out of existence by late celestial Friday, while gusty solar winds and complete destruction will ultimately give way to a pleasant and
breezy rebirth by your gigaweekend." Complained retired Los Angeles-area TV weatherman, Johnny Mountain, "Come on—I couldn't have
predicted snowflakes in a snowstorm, and you expect me to believe these guys can see five million millennia out? And, it so happens, just
long enough for the Earth to be gone—and with it our ability to check their predictions? Oh, how very convenient."

Allowing them a rare moment of indulgence, Newspunch has freed its stable of professionally licensed and bonded theists to compile the
following arbitrary graph, which randomly details what they've deemed to be the most meaningless recent discoveries completely made-up
by the world's foremost lobbyists for Big Empiric, otherwise known as scientists…
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+ Meow Theory: In which those snake-charmers believe that the rambunctious play of unimaginably-small giant cats is the root cause of
string vibration in some versions of that String Theory nonsense.

+ E=MChammer: Where Eazy-E is supposedly Mos Def times the speed of flow, hammered, which is simply too legit to admit.

+ Dark Matter: Purported to be an invisible form of matter that makes up the majority of the "stuff" in the universe, yet can't be touched or
examined or seen, which is just crazy. Who believes in something they can't see or touch? You've really gotta be off your rocker. It might be
true that black don't crack, but, child, dark don't matter.

+ Atoms: Alleged sub-microscopic elementary particles that form the building blocks of everything, but it's Adam and Eve, not Atoms of
Eve, Lordy-Lord Almighty, heaven have mercy, Percy.

+ Quantum Mechanics: What's that? Some kinda mechanic that repairs native American Indians or something? Or repairs native American
Indians' mud-cars, and gets paid in maize? Science is bullshit.

Washington State Man Semi-Tragically Smothered To Death By Girlfriend's Massive
Breasts Reports Near-Orgasm Experience, Was 'This Close' To Coming Into The Light

Have you knewn that evolutionary biologists now believe boyus backstreetus and synchronized asteriskicus share a common historical
ancestor? It's for truth! Evidence recently unearthed in your mother's box of kitschy childhood treasures strongly suggests that both of the
popular bandicus boyus subspecies are likely to have evolved from a common ancestor known as monkees cheesym americana — of which
there are four known examples in the pre-fossil record — lending indisputable credence to the long-rumored existence of an evolutionary
"mithing link" known as homo villageus sapiens!

Have you knewn that carefully conditioned athletes are capable of providing over 20% more effort than the average person
operating at peak capacity? It's for truth! While the average human body is designed for a baseline exertion of approximately 6% — with
special circumstances pushing its output potential to as high as 100% — a professionally trained athlete's body is capable of producing efforts
approaching or exceeding 120%, to say nothing of the ability to leave an average of everything on the field, as compared to the typical
person's propensity to retain over twelve-thirteenths of his or her available store of on-field-leavables!

Have you knewn that Albert Einstein's name is the origin of a popular sarcastic schoolyard insult? It's for truth! After bursting onto the
academic nude photography circuit in 1905 — during what he called his "annus mirabilis," or "period of highly-polished, exquisitely
reflective butthole," as translated from the obscure ancient language of Lattin — "nice calf balance and diffuse bosom exposure, Albert
Einstein" quickly became the favorite go-to put-down of the despicable-yet-flawed-and-lovable schoolyard-bully archetype, and has held firm
ever since!

And now you're know!
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Incredible Local Hulk Smashes Records, Raises Eyebrows

— A Newspunch Bullshmack® QuikTurd™ —

ATOMIC DETONATION VALLEY, SOUTH ALTERNATE MARVEL UNIVERSE — An incredible local hulk has been credited with
smashing to bits the entire classic vinyl album inventory of the AD Valley's own B. Banner's Records & Nothing Else So Leave Me Be—an
unnecessary-to-replace collection running the gamut from poppy '50s cornball and poppy '60s cornball, to poppy '70s cornball and The Cure
—immediately raising the eyebrows of all nearby lookers on, whose bodies were otherwise paralyzingly gripped by unrelenting, inescapable
fear. Other residents—who were neither in nor near the purveyor of faded media relics at the time—have raised their eyebrows in a
noticeably less imminent-brutal-death-fearing, and more intellectually-curious-and-quizzical manner, following the local hulk's record-
breaking performance. Calmly discussing their suspicions over a relaxed afternoon cup of queerly green Earl Grey, the latter group believe
the mutant beast may be benefitting from the use of performance enhancing substances. "It's pretty obvious, isn't it?" asked one such
comfortably-distant three-armed man. "He has to be using something—think about it! What shrinks when a guy uses steroids? Exactly! And
what's the only article of clothing that didn't burst off when he got all huge and super ripped? You see what I'm saying?" Sought for his
response to the allegations, the incredible local hulk was tracked to an area recreational facility, where he was found to be performing record-
breaking horizontal long jump after record-breaking horizontal long jump, whilst angrily trumpeting, to no one in particular, "HULK
SMASH!" In addition, the possibility of the local hulk's sudden rise coming as a direct result of inadvertent exposure to extremely high levels
of gamma radiation—although highly unlikely—has been floated by some in the community, with ADV Nuclear Test Range & Mini Golf
CEO, Dr. E. Veel Villaintrou, noting, "Personally, I suspect the Laundro-world—that in-house detergent's just a tad too green for my tastes."

Magazine Covers From The Future
Oh snap, oh snap! He took it waaay back, waaay back!—to 1989. That's not that far back, really. Stop making me feel so old.
Here I was, minding my own business—straight flowin' my flex 'n' flexin' my flow—and you had to come along and—by
listening to the things I was saying—remind me, via me, just how long I've been alive. I'm less than a month away from halfway
to the new forty, for the sake of John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt! And everyone knows John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt's

sake is one of the most brutal sakes in all of the Sakes Fifth Avenue fall catalog! I'm gonna try and pretend none of this ever happened, and
just get back to what I was already doing, which was a lot of oh-snappin', oh-snappin', havin' taken it waaay back, havin' taken it waaay back,
from whence I somehow returned with this gem borne of the not-too-distant future. Specifically, Oggist 20-16…
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Inundated IRS Asks Taxpayers To Limit Use Of Online 'Where's My Refund?' Tool, Says
They'll Get Those Interest-Free Loans You Gave Them Paid Back 'Just As Soon As We
Can, Jesus'

→ COMMISSIONER SHULMAN: 'Do We Come Pounding On Your Door When The Shoe's On The Other Foot, I Mean Christ — Everybody
Just Chill For A Hot Minute, Ah-ight?'

A disabled cruise liner carrying over 4,200 passengers and crew—and reported to be overflowing with raw sewage, after an
onboard fire damaged plumbing lines and cut power throughout the 893-foot vessel—has been tugged into port by the U.S.
Coast Guard, following four long days adrift in the Gulf of Mexico. Said everyone aboard the Carnival Triumph, after

reading the dilapidated sign welcoming them to beautiful Mobile, Alabama, "Oh—actually, you know what? Could we maybe just stay on the
rancid poo boat?"
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Have you knewn that human blood is, in actuality, naturally blue? It's for truth! When naturally blue human blood comes into contact
with the invisible red gases and compounds abundant in Earth's many atmospheres and oceans, it begins to tumble and swirl violently;
ultimately becoming the rich, soupy purple hue we've all come to know and love!

Have you knewn that Alexander Graham Twitter's first tweet to his trusty assistant was actually 156 characters in length — a full
sixteen characters longer than the current allowable maximum of 140? It's for truth! From an adjoining room, Dr. Twitter sent out the
following tweet — the world's first: "@ThomasWatson–ping me–I need 2 chat w/u cuz @ElishaGray sez tumblr was 1st n microblogging but
I say he got nothin on us...it's all b-s@#%, yo...def retweet"!

Have you knewn that rattlesnakes are equipped with small organic rattles at the end of their bodies, which are used to warn
themselves of impending danger? It's for truth! When this desert-dwelling serpent's rattle-tail senses danger, it immediately begins to
vibrate wildly — quickly alerting itself to the hazard — before becoming filled with a glowing, heavily-irradiated fluid that silently tells
whomever has dared tread so closely, "Back up, man — I'm an all-out rattlesnake over here!"

And now you're know!

UPDATE: Additional details have come to light in a story upon which Newspunch reported earlier, related to a
Washington state mother of three whose children received a complimentary dessert at a local restaurant, due to their being
— as the waitstaff noted on the woman's receipt — "well behaved kids"…

Explained the unidentified mother of the three sparkling angels, "Yeah, I'm pretty proud of these guys—my husband Jim and I have really
tried to instill in them a set of manners compatible with today's slightly-lowered expectations, and I think it's really starting to pay off."
Gradually removing the peanut butter and cat leavings her youngest had just casually smeared across the family's new 55" flat-screen TV—
and mentally cataloging the plethora of household appliances and furniture currently being doused in lighter fluid—she added, "I've seldom
had to finagle any of them out of juvie for anything more than simple assault or grand larceny—maybe something for a kited check, here and
there." She then excused herself to extinguish one of the cutest, most minor house fires a child born after the year 2000 has ever intentionally
set.

Louisiana Purchase Receipt Located After Exhaustive 209-Year Search, Disappointing
Middle Third Of U.S. To Be Returned To France For Store Credit

— A Newspunch Bullshmack® QuikTurd™ —

PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA — More than 209 agonizing years after the January, 1804 passage of the tri-partisan Buyer's Remorse Act
authorized Congress to return to France the massive Louisiana territory it had impulsively acquired just one year prior, the original purchase
receipt was located in a tattered shoebox once owned by the purchase's chief architect and most ardent proponent, President Thomas
Jefferson.

"We'd actually looked through this particular shoebox at least twice before—once in 1866, and again in 1949," explained Speaker of the
House, John Boehner, "but Tommy had mistakenly filed the receipt under 'W,' which we assume was for 'Whoopsie-doodle dandy.'" Added
Speaker Boehner, "We ultimately found it quill-pinned to the back of a ledger detailing dozens of official dealings with Wong's Whig Wigs of
Washington, which [President Jefferson] had stuffed into the dust jacket of a rare first edition copy of Jesus's When You've Finally Decided To
Ambiguously Found America Under Me: An Illustrated Guide."

Becoming increasingly desperate in recent decades, the federal government decided in 2005 to dispatch a small team of congressional staffers
on a nationwide mission to retread all possible receipt locations, in hopes of sparking new leads. By a stroke of what can only be deemed
pure, serendipitous luck, the shoebox ultimately discovered to be harboring the elusive sales record—that which prior search documentation
had shown to be located inside a rural South Dakota opium silo—was only the third location the team had succeeded in searching during the
program's eight-year history. "By our standards, this happened at light speed," quipped a smirking Boehner, before bursting into tears and
striding confidently through the Capitol rotunda, enroute to a daily 9 A.M. appointment with the national skin orangerer.

Historical records indicate the silo may once have been owned and operated by the Jefferson family, while less concrete anecdotal evidence
suggests the president may have spent hundreds of quiet evenings in the area; often howling into the star-studded night sky, "Me am king of
this great, dark expanse!"

The French Ministre de l'Intérieur—now known as Aéropostale, and responsible for conducting the 1803 sale of the territory to a likely
mead-blitzed President Jefferson—has graciously offered to waive its customary 25% restocking fee, even though, as it noted, "the return
falls well outside our generous 120-day window for returns and exchanges." Said Aéropostale's Head of North American Media Relations,
Jean-Jacques Chienne-Cul, "We have offered the U.S. government a liberal € 5,000 giftcard in exchange for the defective territory—which
will be sent back to the factory for refurbishing, and probably sold to Mexico or something."

The United States currently sits in the third queue position at the service counter of the agency's flagship Champs Élysées branch, behind
Canada—who is attempting to exchange Québec for a second Ontario, or two more Manitobas—and Côte d'Ivoire, the latter of whom is
unlikely to gain satisfaction, after so thoroughly staining the country with blood, thus voiding the warranty. Once the transaction is officially
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completed—beltway insiders speculate—the Senate appropriations committee is likely to vote for the purchase of matching cashmere henley
hoodies for each of the 541 members of Congress, and, said one such anonymous source, "maybe some nice rugby socks, if there's enough
left over."

Have you knewn that the Dunkin Donuts doughnut chain was originally conceived as an old world bagelry? It's for truth! The day
before Massachusetts businessmen Dunkin Forrester and William Donuts were to open their first D&W's Dirty European Eat-ables location
behind a run-down machinists' supply shed in suburban Boston, a freak sewage line explosion shook loose a jar of liquid sugar Mr. Forrester
had stored above an old radiator, causing it to fall into a rusted bagel oven, where it inadvertently created the pair's first batch of "sweetly
bagel-os" — as well as seasoned a mug of ruminant-grade coffee left behind by the previous tenants — and thus was born America's favorite
coffee and donut vendor!

Have you knewn that the Wright brothers beat a French-British government consortium to commercial Concorde service by a full
seven decades? It's for truth! Just three years after the successful 1903 launch of the Wright Flyer, brothers Fulgar and Wembledown —
along with 107 passengers and crew — launched and piloted the first revenue-earning transatlantic Concorde flight — achieving a maximum
cruise speed of Mach 2.02, at an average altitude of 55,400 feet above sea level — while sporting four bicycle technology-inspired sprocket
motors, and a whitewashed airframe composed of tack-welded barn siding!

Have you knewn that there are nearly twice as many termites on Earth as there are human beings? It's for truth! A recent study by
DeVry University® statisticians estimates the wood-eating, six-legged arthropods' worldwide population is likely north of 27,000 trillion, as
compared to just seven billion people — "a ratio of nearly two termites to every single member of the human family," notes the study's
principal author!

And now you're know!

Conflicted Philippine Villagers Mourn Natural Death Of Beloved Monster Crocodile
Responsible For Eating Several Of Them, 'About 50% Sure' They're Not That Kind Of
Crocodile Tears

A mother in suburban Seattle received quite a pleasant surprise recently, when—upon returning home and viewing her
restaurant receipt—she realized that the dessert she and her three children had enjoyed at a local Italian eatery had been
served free of charge, with the restaurant deciding to offer her a discount for "well behaved kids." "Yeah, they didn't even

spit or throw a basket of hot onion rings on me or nothin'," said long-time Sogno di Vino waitress, Sylvia Bernal. "It didn't look like none of
'em was pregs, and not even once did one of them little wonders call me cunthag or cuntsmuggler or cuntwagon. Cuntsprinkler, yeah—but
kids'll be kids." Welling up with delight by the mere act of recounting the details of the prior evening, Ms. Bernal added, "Hell, I can't even
recall any of 'em punchin' their mom in the throat and calling her a stupid bitch—I ain't seen kids that well behaved in years; decades, maybe.
Yup, just some really, really well-behaved millennials."

 

Pope Benedict XVI Resigns Due To Advanced Age, Becomes First Pontiff To Do So
Since P-School Roommate Gregory 'The Kegory' XII In 1415
→ Vice Pope Gerald R. Ford Called Down To Serve As New Leader Of Roman Catholic Church, Injures Knee After

Tripping Over Cloud After Cloud During Ceremonial Descension From Heaven

Have you knewn that compacted discuses — later shortened to compadiscuses, and finally CDs — were first introduced in 1952, and
were originally known as Sonic Rounders, or SRs? It's for truth! Conceived by beatniks in the Bohemian coffee houses of Eisenhower-era
Manhattan, SRs were originally used as an avant garde means of coastering one's hot beverage — it wasn't until 1982 that they acquired their
present-day application, when two Japanese businessmen by the names of Jack Sony and Takiko-Kobyashi Philips recognized their potential
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to store and transmit crisp digital audio!

Have you knewn that the island of Martha's Vineyard was originally known as Martha's Vineyarddd? It's for truth! Officials on the
tony Massachusetts summer colony voted to adopt the current moniker in 1855, in an effort to alleviate confusion amongst ship captains, who
often mistook the island for the neighboring isle of Martha's Vineyardd!

Have you knewn that there have only been twenty-two U.S. presidents named Herbert Hoover? It's for truth! Notable President Herbert
Hoovers include Presidents Herbert Quincy Hoover, Herbert Milhous Hoover, and Herbert H.W. Hoover, while perhaps the most widely-
known President Herbert Hoover of all, President Herbert Hoover, was not a Herbert Hoover at all, but was, in fact, born der Herbalkt
Hoovenshleph!

And now you're know!

Magazine Covers From The Future
I'm not one of those alarmists (see: white people) who believes we're but a late payment or two away from fully submitting to
our financial overlords and successors to the superpower-for-a-little-while-then-inevitably-self-destructing throne, nor do I
really know anything at all about how geopolitics or the global marketplace functions—but I do know about frivolous,
magazine-cover-huntin' time travel, so I guess I did my part. And I'll admit I'm a little sad I never saw Mount Rushmore, but I'll

also admit that I don't even know whose faces originally adorned it, and that the new Mao Rushmore really helps to take the remembering-
more-than-one-thing part out of the equation, and that's something I can definitely get behind. Enjoymenting of this magazine cover from the
future is limited to one per household, by mandate of the People's Party of the People's Republic of USA's Chief Shadow Minister, who we'll
call Gary.
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Iran Reportedly Launches Monkey Into Space, Safely Returns It To Earth
→ 'So That's Where My Little Mahmoud-Ju-Be's Been!' Says President Ahmadinejad's Second-Favorite Sunday Through
Tuesday Wife-Slave

U.K. Consumers Shocked To Discover Popular Frozen Lasagna Dinner Contains Up To
100% Horse Meat, 'Well, Yeah' Says Equine & Mare's Frozen Lasagna Dinner Co. Ltd.
CEO A. Mint Julep

→ AVERAGE U.K. CONSUMER: 'Oh, Alright — See, Because I Always Thought It Said Scallions And Exotic Norse Spices'

Have you knewn that sharks can't swim backwards? It's for truth! Due to the ruling of a Federal Circuit Court judge in the landmark 2011
case of Li'l Tyrone v. Elasmobranchii Selachimorpha — posthumously filed on behalf of the choreographic œuvre of Mr. Michael "Captain
James T. Moonwalker" Jackson himself — sharks are permitted to neither dance nor swim backwards!

Have you knewn that Cheez-It® brand cheez-scented baked snack crackers are made with real snack? It's for truth! And they're kept
in 100% packages made from 100% materials!

Have you knewn that jellyfish are actually mostly marmalade? It's for truth! The confusion arose during an early-morning crumpeting at
the English countryside cottage of Lord Montrose, whose breakfast table proclamation, "Sir, 'tis neither jelly nor fish!" was mis-transcribed
by none other than young breakfast table aquatics-proclamation documentarian, Charles C. Horse!

And now you're know!

UPDATE: Additional details have come to light in a story upon which Newspunch reported earlier, related to researchers
at Johns Hopkins University reportedly solving the mystery of the owl's nearly boundless ability to twist its neck…

In addition, the latest findings are expected to help shed light on the manner by which so many seemingly-rigid politicians drastically torque
their own necks; allowing their internally air-sac padded heads to remain snuggly up their own asses. Screamed Rick Perry—as Hopkins
scientists silently eavesdropped on the frank conversation with which the Texas governor had engaged a spotted owl named Abbott, as part of
a dual study—"I already told you who who who! Rick Perry, Rick Perry, Rick Perry!" Beaten, Gov. Perry then became lost in his reflection
upon the laboratory's two-way mirror, dolefully concluding, "Ricky-boy—this gotta been the dumbest parrot we ever talked at."

Antiquated U.S. Postal Service Announces August Halt To Saturday Mail Delivery
■ Expects To Retire All Pony-Based Couriers, Homing Pigeons By Fiscal 2022
→ Or Current Resident's 27 Weekend Offers From Discover Card Will Now Have To Wait Until Monday To Be Ripped In

Half, Shoved In Garbage

Scientists seeking to unravel the mystery of the owl's ability to swivel its head up to 270° without damaging the lining of its
major arteries—which would likely result in a massive stroke—believe the answer lies in wide, air-sac padded passages
within the largely-nocturnal bird's neck, which serve to cushion the delicate vessels. Explained Dr. Marbury von Shlopp, of

Johns Hopkins University's prestigious Don Knotts School of Owl, "For the longest time, we in owl—much like the public at large—simply
believed these birds to be Satanically-possessed Beelzebubian-surrogates from hell, sent to Earth for the purposes of haunting our barns,
stealing our most succulent chihuahuas, and spinning their heads 'round-'n-'round, in priest-instigated fits of attempted exorcism. But with
these latest findings, we feel we can finally lay those theories to rest, once and for all. Put simply: The basic anatomy whatcha-ma-doodle just
makes a whole lot more sense." Added Dr. von Shlopp, "And you don't even wanna know what we used to believe these demon-birds might
do with a crucifix, given the opportunity—were they ever to be, you know, granted opposable thumbs and access to a human vagina."
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Magazine Covers From The Future
I heard there was a major professional sporting ball exhibition afoot recently, so I figured, "hey, what better way to celebrate a
major professional sporting ball exhibition than giving everyone a little professional sporting ball reading from professional
sporting ball's own future?" But I wasn't really so much speaking rhetorically, you see—seriously, is there a better way to
celebrate it? I mean, this way's okay, I guess—but it does mean I gotta go through all the trouble of digging the time machine

out from under all those bear skin armoires and spare bathtubs, and then I gotta boil up all that moose oil just to grease a jerkass date and
hour ticker that hardly works anyway, and then, you know, I have to go travel through a little thing called time. It's actually quite a significant
undertaking. And I don't even like professional sporting ball! And I have no particular interest in the details or outcome of the major
professional sporting ball exhibition about whose afoot-ment I'd recently heard to begin with! But I do love you—so here's your goddamn
magazine.

Judicial Ranks Swell As Gavel Interest Rates Reach All-Time Low

— A Newspunch Bullshmack® QuikTurd™ —

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The number of otherwise uneducated American adults attaining important positions within the country's judicial
system has increased by over 2,800% in less than a generation, as more and more already debt-saddled citizens take advantage of historically
low gavel interest rates, according to new data released this week by the nonpartisan Congressional Budgetary Alliance for Mallets, Gongs
and Chimes. "With [Federal Gavel Reserve Chief] Wapner again deciding to lower the prime gavel rate—this time to a record-low 2.9%—the
barrier to entry that once stood in the way for most would-be judges—namely education, baseline reasoning skills, a long career presiding
over the process of structured litigation in a professional setting, and the purchase of a once-prohibitively-expensive wooden-cylinder-on-a-
stick—has been all but eliminated in one fell swoop," said UCLA gavel historian, and progressive gavelnomics advocate, Dr. Arthur
Freddery. "Now all you gotta do is grab a black robe off the rack at T.J. Maxx, and you're golden."

Not everyone is so pleased with the number of subprime gavel mortgages being handed out by many of the nation's largest gavel lending
houses, however. Television-based justice mainstay, Judge Judith Sheindlin, spoke recently of her concern that, as the number of gavel
owners increases, so too will an increasing number of new bench denizens find their way onto daytime TV; evermore encroaching on her
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honor's home turf. Exclaimed Judge Judy to no one in particular, and for no discernable reason, "No! You're wrong! You're lying! I'm smart.
See? I'm smart, and you're not. You're an idiot! Shut up!" Said FGR Chief Wapner of Mrs. Sheindlin's concerns, "Yes, wouldn't it be just
awful if a bunch of hacks joined the ranks of TV's small claims court programs—I can't even imagine how that might make someone already
working in the field feel." As of press time, nearly 2,400 newly-created "judge shows" had been added to the daytime line-ups of the four
major U.S. networks, and TBS; leading a seething, gavel pounding Judge Judy to scream, "Stop talking! These kooks make that quack Mathis
look like Oliver Wendell Holmes!"

In addition to apparently limitless growth in the judiciary, an unexpected consequence of the nation's gavel ownership surge has manifested
itself in the world of auctioneering, as auction houses are springing up in seemingly any space—indoor and outdoor alike—equipped with a
rudimentary podium or suitable stand-in. Complained New York City bicycle courier, Fred Arthury, of the sudden addition of near-constant
auctioneering to Central Park's many tree stumps, picnic tables and garbage cans, "I can't even meet the guys at the park anymore without
feeling like I'm playing ultimate frisbee inside some kind of alternate reality—like inside eBay or something. It's just weird—not to mention
ridiculously unsustainable." Pausing to bid on a rare, Jamaica-only 1973 promotional pressing of Bob Marley & The Wailers's Burnin', he
added, "I would say someone needs to get up, stand up, bang their gavel and call for order in the market—but who would even listen?
Everyone else has a gavel, too. Defendants running the courtroom." Retrieving his newly-purchased record—and feeling a bit prognosticative
—a visibly glum Mr. Arthury forebodingly concluded, "When the bubble bursts, this whole crazy gavel market's going down in flames, just
you watch."

Ah, Memories!
I'll never forget the thrill of receiving my very first check. I remember it like it was yesterday, which is weird because it was
before yesterday—does that ever happen to you? The doctors said worrying about it didn't decrease my "overall level of dire
insanity," so I guess it's normal? ("Dire" is such a funny word, 'cause it rhymes with "tire," and tires rolllll, but the "r" in tires
doesn't roll!) I loved those doctors! They always had the softest gurney straps. Shame what happened to them by someone else,

because I was at the movies at the time, and I have the real receipt, and you can tell it's real because it has real numbers and real words all
over it. But back to my first check!

That was such an exciting day. The first twelve weeks in the warehouse were a little lonely, I'll admit, but boy, once Papa Boss Mr. Boris let
me out for my seasonal break and gave me that first check, I realized just how worth it all my hard work had truly been! I learned so many
things that summer! I had no idea lying in a darkened room and staying hungry was an integral part of the manufacturing business, for
example. It was really sad to see it come to an end, but I had to go back to school at some point! It was already December! I was a little
miffed when the police came to pick up their order, and Papa Boss Mr. Boris told me he had to let me go, but the police took him out to
lunch, so I'm sure he's doing fine without me. Even the SWAT team went! I bet business is better than ever!

I still think about Papa Boss Mr. Boris from time to time—I wonder what ever happened to him after the governor helped him go back to the
Ukraine to expand the company. Really, I can't help but think of him every time I see that first check (which I never even cashed!) hanging
next to my bunk. Crazy Eye Javi, who sleeps in the bunk under me, says it's not a real check, but it sure looks like a check to me! I guess only
time will reveal the truth—once I get out, I'm heading straight to the bank and cashing that baby! Just sixty years to go—I hope they still
have banks in the future! Do you want to see my movie receipt? I said it's a shame what happened to those doctors! If I didn't think it was a
shame, why would I say so? I bet if you'd been the jury foreman, you'd have believed the truth!

Anyway, I gotta go hit the yard for a little while. If you're ever near Kiev, stop by Nondescript Factory Building, Inc. and say "hi" for me!
Who knows—Papa Boss Mr. Boris might even give you your first check!
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New research reveals that America's population of domesticated cats—including all stray and feral individuals—kill as
many as 3.7 billion birds each year. Upon learning of every other cat's staggering success rate, Sylvester J. Pussycat, Sr.
made a half-hearted final lunge at the stuttering, bobblehead canary for which he has long pined, before dejectedly

muttering, "I thufferin' thuck-at-that," and resigning himself to nine quiet lives on the sideshow circuit, billed as, "The World's Largest
Bipedal Talking House Cat."

Rick Perry, world-renowned as the hairiest doe-eyed Cub Scout known to exist in captivity—and three-term Governor of
the Lone Star State—has reportedly blasted the Boy Scouts of America's recent decision to reverse course on a previously
steadfast resolve to maintain its century-old ban on openly-gay Scouts and Scoutmasters—opting to eliminate the top-level
institutional ban, and instead delegate its implementation to individual troops, who would then be free to choose whether or

not to adhere—telling reporters via the echoing mumbles of a man finding his head trapped within an empty can of house paint for the third
time in as many days, "To have popular culture impact one-hundred years of [the BSA's] standards is inappropriate."

After slipping in a pool of spaghetti sauce, while in the midst of showing off his newly awarded merit badge for religiously-justified
homophobia—and falling backward onto a trampoline covered in marbles, before coming to rest with his hands in two separate toasters—
those present believe Gov. Perry was heard to add, "I wanna sleep the Ray-Bans—there's no groom in the cows for days, whether it's the
cows themselves, or the cow-monsters. Ray-Ban! Ray-Ban!"

There is some disagreement over the intent—and, indeed, content—of Mr. Perry's comments, however. Every major national news
organization has kept a small, year-around contingent of reporters—known as "Ricky's Kids"—on call near the governor's "Niggerhead
Ranch" hunting grounds since a 2006 incident, during which dozens of journalists stood in awe, as Gov. Perry's head became lodged in an
oversized mustard tub—having been dazed by the impact of a full-speed collision with a solidly-locked sliding glass door, beyond which he'd
spotted a bag of marshmallows—and mutually determined it prudent for no fewer than ten people to be present at all times, in an effort to
more accurately decipher the governor's often jar, can or tub-muffled verbal offerings.

"We just want to make sure we never again relive the horror and far-reaching consequences of our past mistakes," said Austin American-
Statesman political reporter, and senior Ricky's Kid, Doug Landsburg—referring to a 2001 article in which his paper reported then Lt. Gov.
Perry to have stated, "I attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and received my Ph.D. in astrophysics, with a well-regarded
dissertation focusing on the subtle interplay between K and M theories, and its implication for future generations of quantum theorists." The
article is widely-believed to have been the "tipping point" in the campaign; ultimately resulting in Mr. Perry's 2002 election as the 47th
Governor of Texas. A subsequent review of Mr. Landsburg's audio recording of the conversation, however, revealed that Mr. Perry had, in
actuality, stated, "I goed [sic] to Texas ATM [sic] and 'course I [expletive deleted] killed it! Schooltown, baby. Shoobie-doo."

"I really dropped the ball on that one—lost a lot of credibility," Mr. Landsburg lamented. "I should have known better—the guy had a paint
bucket stuck on his head for [expletive deleted] sake."
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Magazine Covers From The Future
During a recent round of frenzied Wintumn cleaning (which is a contraction not unlike "brunch," but without food or fun, and
with hardcore cleaning)—as I removed thousands of half-empty Mello Yello cans and animal flavors from my bejeweled walk-
in microwave—I again stumbled upon my old time machine. Every time I see it, I just can't help but get nostalgic—don't time
machines just take you back? After I finished drinking the hundreds of vinyl Beatles discs Lucifer's step-brother Sunny D had

commanded me to melt, malt and imbibe—and after I broke briefly to construct and admire a pudding salad sandwich, whilst gobbling down
a piping-hot tray of brownies chock-full of the yummiest clumps my vacuum cleaner's floor-snack receptacle had to offer—I decided the time
was right to take the old girl out for another swirl, perhaps in the style of Sirs Bill S. Preston, Esq. and Ted "Theodore" Logan.

Arriving in the year 2018, I quickly made my way to the NRA's East Village headquarters, and snatched up this sassy little number for your
magazine-ly browse-ment, hot off the presses. And I know you won't see this for another six years or so—assuming the Internet hasn't by
then burned down or run off to Tibet to "Google itself" with the help of some flighty Bavarian guru or another—but if you're reading this,
Bruceth-the-scantily-clad-factory-foreman, I think I left my chaps in your fashion-camo satchel with matching holster! Boy—it sure was a
wacky day around the old homestead!

A St. Louis-area Applebee's waitress was fired recently, after a coworker posted to Reddit a receipt inscribed with the note,
"I give God 10%, why do you get 18," which had been left behind by a customer assessed the industry-standard 18%
gratuity for parties of eight or more. Of the unfortunate termination, Applebee's President, Mike Archer, explained, "We

have to protect our guests' privacy; there's a lot of private information on those receipts," adding, "I mean—would you want it getting out that
you eat at Applebee's?"
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In an effort to stem the tide of rapidly rising rates of obesity among the nation's children, the federal government is
implementing strict new rules regulating the fare sold in public school lunchrooms, from elementary through high school.
Similar rules have been in place for food subsidized by the government itself, but Washington until now lacked authority
over what outside vendors could and could not offer inside schools, nor over the schools' own "à la carte" options and

vending machines. On the chopping block are all sugary, caffeine-laden soft drinks and candy, as well as overly fatty or sodium-heavy
foodstuff. With the fervant resistance of powerful interests within the junk food lobby looming large, the implementation of new school
nutritional guidelines has long-been relegated to the back-burner, out of concern for alienating said interests, as well as the perceived-to-be-
prohibitive cost, as the schools themselves will be on the hook for retrofitting and/or greasing lunchroom doorways to accommodate today's
youth—allowing them access to the cafeteria, and the healthier options trapped inside.

Newspunch researchers have compiled the following chart illustrating the food and drink items most frequently consumed in America's
public schools (represented in millions of tons), as well as the item or items the government's new, budget-conscious program will offer in its
place…

■ Cheeseburger Snickers® / iceberg lettuce flavor slammer (two slices of iceberg lettuce)

■ Peanut Butter Bacon Cheeseburger Snickers® / iceberg lettuce triple-stack satiety attack (three slices of iceberg lettuce)

■ Electric Dew Powershake™ (Mountain Dew®, 5-hour ENERGY® and java chip ice cream) / iceberg lettuce energy jolt (one slice of
iceberg lettuce)

■  Family-size Totino's® Superoni Pizza Rolls™ in one-time use, self-heating box / iceberg lettuce di Napolitano (one slice of iceberg
lettuce, angled just so)

■ Various fried and/or frosted Pepsi®s / iceberg lettuce for a new generation (one slice of iceberg lettuce, moistened)

■ Hershey's® Special Dark Insulin™ with almonds / medicinal-grade insulin with iceberg lettuce flavor chaser (one slice of iceberg lettuce)

The Fish and Wildlife Service has announced its intention to add the wolverine to a list of species considered threatened or
endangered, as the northern Rockies-indigenous weasel-relative's habitat continues to dwindle in step with the systemic
warming of the planet's climate. Said incoming FWS Director, Dr. Max "Magneto" Eisenhardt, of his first official move as

overseer of the agency, "Why yesss, we must do everything we can to destroy, er, save The Wolverine. We mustn't allow him, er, it to escape,
er, become extinct."

Popular Social Media Service Twitter Reports 250K Accounts Hacked, Experts Worry
Wayward Feeds Could Be Used To Distribute Snarky 140-Character Neuro-Farts The
World Over

'Wrong For Me To Receive A Bonus' Says Barclays CEO, Waives Reward Following
Widespread Scandal And Impropriety Inside London-Based Mega-Bank
→ Unprecedented Move Forces Humble Multi-Millionaire To Tap Into 1981 Quarterly Bonus Just To Make Backup Yacht's

Biannual Caviar Payment, Retile Solid-Gold Summer Home On Moon


